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Abstract
In this work a novel formalism to estimate the vector linear and leading non-linear impulse
response functions from the experimental data observed from a multi-input system, allowing
for correlation between the inputs, is presented. Time series statistical moments are esti
mated from the data and used as the basis of a set of simultaneous equations in the unknown
response functions. These simultaneous equations are solved using standard matrix methods
for the unknown response functions. The ability of the technique to correctly estimate the
response functions of a multi-input non-linear system to a high degree of accuracy is demon
strated, using a numerical example where the properties of the system are known and there
is strong correlation between the input data.
This novel technique is then used to estimate, from the time series, the first (linear) and
second order response functions of the coupled convective and radiative processes, that act
at the internal surface of the ceiling of a building. The estimated first and second order
response functions all show discernible structure. The area / volume under the estimated
response functions of each process are, respectively, the first and second order gains or heat
transfer coefficients for that process. The response functions, of each process, estimated were
employed to predict the surface heat flux, given the convective and radiative driving forces,
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which could be compared with the measured heat flux.
The estimated linear heat transfer coefficients, from a vector mixed order analysis of the
data, are compared with those obtained from a vector linear analysis of the same data. The
first and second order response functions estimated by the novel technique from the time
series all show discernible structure. This work will demonstrate whether the commonly
used linear models of the convective and radiative processes are applicable.

Keywords
Time Series Analysis, Multi-Input Non-Linear Systems, Mixed Order Response Function
Estimation, Time Series Moments.
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Introduction
The analysis of time series data from dynamical systems is an important issue in numerous
areas of science and engineering, and the study of linear systems has dominated scientific
thinking for many years. A linear system has the property that the output produced is
proportional to the input and that any complexity that arises may be described as the result
of superposition. However in reality most, if not all, physical systems exhibit non-linear
behaviour to some extent, and this makes them difficult to study. Thus there are few analysis
techniques available to the experimentalist that can extract the relevant information, from
the time series data, of a non-linear system, let alone one with multiple inputs where the
inputs are correlated.
The most common tools employed for the analysis of time series data from linear systems
are the linear correlation function and it's Fourier transform, the spectral density. These
tools are, respectively, applied in the least squares maximum likelihood estimation of a set
parameters for an auto-regressive moving-average model, commonly known as the Box and·
Jenkins approach [1 J, and in the response function estimation technique in the frequency
domain (for example, [2, 3]). Both these techniques are applied to the analysis of data
from single input linear systems, and the frequency domain technique has been extended to
estimate the linear and leading non-linear (2nd order) response functions for single-input [4]
and multi-input systems [5].
Recently generalised theories for the estimation, in the time delay domain, of the im
pulse response functions of single-input mixed order (linear

+ non-linear)

system [6] and

of multi-input linear systems [7] have been developed. These techniques are based on the
Volterra series, which is the generalisation of the linear convolution equation, and employs
the statistical time delayed moments of the input and output time series in a characterisation
of the system in terms of it's impulse response functions. The impulse response function is
a widely used means for the characterisation of a system (for example, [2, 3]).
In this paper, a new technique for the estimation of the linear and leading non-linear
response functions of a multi-input system in the time domain is presented, which uses the
same analysis formalism as developed and employed in the both single input non-linear [6)
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and the multi-input linear [7] analyses techniques. That is, the use of the time delayed
statistical moments between the input and output data.
The multi-input technique, developed in this work, will be applied to a non-linear analysis
of this surface heat flux data, accounting for all the factors that affect the heat flux at the
surface, i.e the convective, radiative and conductive processes, and the results obtained
compared with those obtained from a multi-input linear analysis [7].

Estimation of the response functions
of a multi-input non-linear system
In this section, a novel analysis technique for the estimation of the impulse response functions
of a multi-input non-linear system, allowing for correlation between the inputs to the system,
is presented. The response functions are used to characterise the properties of the system, in
terms of it's physical observables. From this characterisation, inferences may be made about
the properties of the system, in terms of physical laws, formulae, the form of the basis set,
or the like. This characterisation, or identification of a model, of the physical system, given
observations of the input and output time series data of the system, is thus an important
problem in numerous areas of science.
The single-input single-output linear convolution equation, or it's equivalent in the fre
quency domain, is the most important input-output relationship for a linear system (for
example, [2, 3]).
J1.

y(t)

= L: hyx(T)X(t -

T)

r=O

This can be extended to include non-linear terms, and is known as the Volterra series

[8, 9].
J1.

y(t)

J1.

J1.

= L: hyx (Tdx(t - Td + L: L: hyxx (Tl, T2)X(t - Tdx(t - T2) +...

It conveys that the output of the system at the present time, t, y(t), is dependant upon
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the current (time, t) and previous (time, t-7") values of the input, x(t) and x(t-7"), through
a set of weighting or response functions, hYXi (7"1) (linear or first order) , hYXiXj (7"] ,7"2) (second
order), etc. That is the output has some 'memory' of length J-t, of the previous values of
the input time series. This equation can be extended to the multi-input case, where we will
consider a system with N inputs and one output, from which the observed time series data
is given by Xi(t), i

= 1, ... , N for the inputs, and y(t) for the output.

N

y(t)

/.t

L: L: hyx;(7"I)Xj(t
N

N

f-L

7"1)

/.t

+ L:L: L: L: hYXiXj(7"1,7"2)Xi(t
i=l j=i

7"l)Xj(t -7"2)

(1)

Tl =01"2=0

In this work we shall consider only up to the 2nd order case, i.e include only the 1st
and 2nd order terms, as shown in equation (1). However the ideas presented are completely
general and can be readily extended to arbitrary order. The technique is entirely novel, as
there is no technique cuurently available for the analysis of multi-input non-linear systems
in the time domain, though a technique exists for the analysis of two-input mixed first and
second order systems in the frequency domain [5J. The techniques presented in this work
are applicable to systems with an arbitrary number of inputs.
In the analysis of time series data, it is usual to draw on a number of assumptions,
in developing a model of this system, when analysing the observed data. These are that
the system is causal, time-invariant, has a finite length memory, and that the boundary
conditions xi(t),i

= 1, . .. ,N and

y(t) are drawn from stationary stochastic sequences for

which the second order time series moments exist.
As the boundary conditions are assumed to be drawn from stationary stochastic se
quences, it is thus possible to use time series moments to characterise the response of the
system, as an alternative to the multi-input convolution equation, given in equation (1). The
authors have recently developed a formalism for the estimation of the linear and non-linear
response functions of a mixed order system [6J and the estimation of the linear response
functions of a multi-input linear system [7J, involving the formation and solution of a set
of simultaneous equations relating the time delayed moments between the input and out
put time series data. This formalism is adopted in this work, and used to devlop a set of
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simultaneous equations, from which the unknown response functions can be calculated.
The first equation in this set of simultaneous equations is formed by multiplying equation
(1) by xp(t - O"k), where O"k denotes an arbitrary time delay and p denotes an arbitrary input
channel, to give
N

It

EE
N

hYXi(71)Xp(t - O"k)Xi(t - 71)

N

It

+E E
i=l

It

EE

j=i 7"1=07"2=0

hYXiXj(71, 72)XP(t - O"k)Xi(t - 71)xAt -

72)

By applying the expectation operator to this equation, we obtain
N

It

EE
N

N

It

It

+L L L L

i=l j=i 7"1=07"2=0

This forms N

(2)

hYXi (71)E[xp(t - O"k)Xi(t - 71)]
hYXiXj( 71, 72)E[xp(t - O"k)Xi(t - 71)Xj(t -

72)]

* (f-l + 1) equations, however we have N * (f-l + 1) + !(N * (N + 1)) * (f-l + 1)2

unknowns, i.e the number of response function values. Hence we need to generate another

!(N

* (N + 1)) * (f-l + 1)2

equations, to form a set of simultaneous equations which when

solved yield the unknown response function values.

In order to form these equations it is necessary to multiply equation (1) by, Xp(t-O"k)Xq(t-O"/)
where O"k and

0"/

denote arbitrary time delays and p and q denote arbitrary input channels,

to give

Xp(t - O"k)Xq(t - O"/)y(t) =
N

It

EE

i=l 7"1 =0
N

N

hyxi (71)Xp(t - O"k)Xq(t - o"z)Xi(t - 71)
It

+ LEE

It

L

i=l j=i 7"1 =07"2=0

hYXiXj( 71, 72)Xp(t - O"k)xq(t - O"/)Xi(t - 71)xAt -
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72)

By applying the expectation operator to this equation, we obtain

E[xp(t - O"k)Xq(t - O"/)y(t)] =
N

fJ.

L L
N

hYXj (71)E[xp(t - O"k)Xq(t
N

fJ.

O"/)Xi(t - 71)]

(3)

fJ.

+L L L L

hYXiXj(711 72)E[xp(t

O"k)Xq(t - O"dXi(t - 71)Xj(t - 72)]

i=l j=i 1"1=01"2=0

Thus (2) and (3) together form a set of N * (j.t +1) + ~(N * (N +1)) * (j.t +1)2 simultaneous
equations which when solved by using standard matrix methods yield the unknown response
function values.
The methodology presented here is quite general, and may be applied to a wide range of
problems, we shall consider a specific application of the technique to the analysis of the heat
transfer processes within buildings. However before we apply this novel tecchnique to the
analysis of real experimental data, we shall consider a numerical experiment with computer
generated data, in which the properties of the system are known.

Numerical experiment using computer generated data
In this section, the results from a numerical experiment, where the properties of the linear
multi-input system are known, are presented. A numerical experiment is used so that the
accuracy and range of appropriate use of the technique in the estimation of the impulse
response functions of a multi-input system can be assessed, through the comparison of the
estimated, hYXi (71)' hYXiXj (7I, 72) and known, gYXi (71), gy x ix A71, 72)' response functions. This
comparison will be performed on the basis of two statistical metrics, the root mean square
and absolute mean differences between the known and estimated impulse response functions,
where the root mean square difference, for the linear response functions, is given by,

(4)
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and the absolute mean difference by,

(5)

and for the non-linear response functions by,

rmSij

(6)

=

(7)

abs diffij

These two statistical metrics will demonstrate, whether or not, the technique can correctly
estimate the known response functions to a high degree of accuracy.
In this example we use a three input - one output system, such that N = 3 in equation

(1), and the known first and second order impulse response functions are given by,

gYXl

(71) 71)

O 3T1
e- •

3(7d

e- 0 .3T1

gYX2(
gy x

e-0.5*( 1'13- 5 )2

* cos (11" * 71/5)
(8)

gYXIXl

(71, 72)

gYXP;2 ( 71,

72) 

0.0
e -0.2Tl

* e-0.2T2

gYX2X2 ( 71,

72) 

* cos (11" * 71/5) * e-0 •15 * cos (11" * 72/5)
e-0.3T1 * e- 0 .3T2

gYX2X3 (71,

72) -

0.0

gYXIX3

(71,72) -

gYX3X3 (71,72)

e-O.15Tl

e-0.5* (1'1-6)2
4

1'2

* e-0.5* (1'Z-6)2
4

Only 6 of the nine second order response functions are defined due to symmetry. The inputs
to this system are taken from the experimentally measured time series values of the wind
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speed, ws(t), and heat flux at the internal surface of the ceiling, q(t), from the data set
described in the next section. The input time series for each of the first two channels of the
system is convolved from the wind speed data, such that
0.5ws(t) + 0.75ws(t 1) + 0.6ws(t - 2) + 0.55ws(t - 3) + 0.5ws(t 4) + 0.43ws(t
5) + O.4ws(t 6) 0.35ws(t 7) + 0.3ws(t - 8) + 0.2ws(t 9) + 0.15ws(t -10) + O.lws(t
11) + 0.05ws(t - 12) - 0.05ws(t 13) - O.lws(t 14) - 0.15ws(t - 15) 0.2ws(t - 16) 
O.lws(t 17) - 0.05ws(t 18) 0.05ws(t - 19) 0.03ws(t - 20) O.Olws(t - 21)
Xl (t)

X2(t)
1.0ws(t) + 0.7ws(t 1) + 0.6ws(t - 2) + 0.5ws(t - 3) + O.4ws(t - 4) + 0.35ws(t
5) + 0.3ws(t 6) +0.2ws(t -7) + 0.17ws(t - 8) + 0.14ws(t - 9) + 0.12ws(t 10) + 0.08ws(t
11) + 0.06ws(t - 12) + 0.05ws(t - 13) - 0.05ws(t - 14) - O.lws(t 15) - 0.2ws(t - 16)
0.24ws(t 17) 0.15ws(t - 18) - 0.06ws(t - 19) - 0.03ws(t - 20) + O.Olws(t - 21)

Thus there will be a strong correlation between two of the input channels to the system.
The input to the third channel is the unmodified surface heat flux time series data i.e

X3(t)

= q(t).

The output data was generated using equation (1), with this input data and

the known response functions given by equation (6), and the addition of a zero mean white
noise sequence with an absolute mean of approximately 1% of the convolved signal.
The analysis is performed using 1000 points of time series data, and a maximum time
delay of 20, i.e f1 = 20. [Note the area under a response function is given by E~l=O hyxJrd
and

E~

hYXiXj(

Input
Channel
1
2
3

I

71, 72)].
Estimated
Area
7.2736401
1.1439284
3.8512109

Theoretical
RMS
Area
difference
5.717*10- 7
7.2736336
5.591*10- 7
1.1439354
3.8512109 2.681*10- 11

Absolute mean
difference
4.349*10- 7
4.423*10- 7
2.275*10- 11

1,1
1,2
1,3
2,2
2,3
3,3

Table 1: Results from the numerical experiment using computer gernerated data
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The RMS and absolute mean differences of at least 10- 7 demonstrate the ability and
accuracy of this new technique. This example has demonstrated that the technique can
correctly estimate the response functions of a multi-input system, even when two of the
inputs to the system are highly correlated.

Experimental data
The experimental data set used in the present work was collected, from the British Gas pIc
test cell at Cranfield, by the Energy Monitoring Company (EMC), over the 1989/90 heating
season [10]. The test cell has internal dimensions of 2.03m by 2.03m by 2.33m tall. The four
walls of the test cell, which are of a externally insulated brick construction, are built off an
insulated timber floor panel which has been raised on blocks above ground level, allowing
the floor panel to be at the ambient external temperature. The flat roof of the test cell is of
a timber-frame styrofoam construction, with waterproofed plywood as the external surface
and plasterboard as the internal surface. The internal surfaces of the test cell are finished
with a coat of matt white paint.
The test cell is exposed to natural external meteorological conditions, however no solar
radiation is directly incident on any of the interior surfaces of the test cell. It is very
highly sealed, as the natural infiltration rate was less than 0.05 ac/hr, as determined from a
pressure test on the building [10]. The test cell was continuously mechanically ventilated by
the outside air, due ted via a pulse output gas meter, to record the ventilation rate, which was
set at approximately 2 acjhr using dampers on the inlet and outlet ducts. This air entered
the test cell via a diffuser pipe, running from the floor to the ceiling, in the north-west corner.
The velocity in the diffuser pipe can be determined from the diameter of the pipe and the
air change rate, and was approximately 0.7 m/s. The air, within the test cell, was heated
by a 1 kW convective heater, controlled by a pseudo random sequence of on/off pulses with
a 5 minute time step.
Time series data were collected at 5 minute intervals for a period of 20 days for the
experiment. External meteorological measurements were obtained for the dry bulb temper
ature, wind speed and direction, and the global and diffuse horizontal irradiance. Internal
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measurements were obtained for various air and surface temperatures, and for the heat flux
at each surface. In order to estimate the surface heat transfer coefficient, a Meyer ladder
[11] was employed, this measures the air temperature through the boundary layer, from the
surface to which it is attached to the bulk air. A ladder consists of a set of air temperature
sensors (in this case ten) at accurately defined distances from the surface, a free stream air
temperature sensor, and a surface temperature sensor. In this experiment the ladder was
mounted on the ceiling of the test cell in the proximity of the heat flux mat on this surface.

Application of technique
The new technique for the estimation of the response functions from multi-input systems
presented in this work, will now be employed to investigate the energy balance at the surface
of the ceiling in the test cell described in the previous section. The energy balance across a
volume enclosing the surface can be written as,

q(i) = qconduction (t)

qradiation (t)

qconvection (t)

(9)

such that the oberserved heat flux at the surface, q(i), is composed of components due to
the conductive, radiative and convective processes that interact at the surface.
However, the construction of the test cell, i.e the layer of styrofoam on the external
surface, means that the test cell has a time constant for the conductive path of the order
of days, and so this path will be assumed to be negligible when compared with either the
convective or radiative flowpaths. Hence equation (9) can be re-written as,
q(i) = qradiation(i)

+ qconvection(i)

This equation can be written in terms of the physical observable variables and the re
sponse functions of each process, using equation (1) as,

~

q(i)

L

~

hqilTf(Tt)aflTr4(i - T1)

+L
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hqilTJ(TdflTf(t - Td

J.L

J.L

+ L: L: hq!:l.T~!:l.n(T1' T2)UtlTr4(t J.L

+ L:
J.L

4
TI)utlTr (t

T2)

J.L

L: hq!:l.TJ!:l.Tj (T1' T2)tlT,( t -

T1)tlT,( t - T2)

J.L

+ L: L: hql:.T~!:l.TATb T2)UtlTr4(t -

TdtlT,(t - T2)

Tl=OT2=O

where {tlTr4(t) , tlT,(t)} are, respectively, the temperature gradient within the ceiling, the
difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperatures of the ceiling and the aver
age of the remaining surfaces within the test cell, and the temperature difference across the
air-surface boundary layer; hq!:l.T~ (T1), hq!:l.Tj (Td are, respectively the linear response factors
for the radiative and convective processes, and hq!:l.T~q!:l.T! (T1, T2), hq!:l.Tjq!:l.Tj (Tl' T2), hq!:l.T!q!:l.Tj (Tl' T2)
are the second order response factors of the radiative, convective and mixed radiative/convective
processes. From this point in the work, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, u, will be com
bined with the difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperatures of the
ceiling and the average of the remaining surfaces within the test cell, tlT4(t)
and is equal to
r
56.7 * 1O-9 W/m2 K 4 • The cubic geometry of the test cell and the fact that all the surfaces
within the test cell were finished with a coat of matt white paint mean that no account need
be taken of the radiative view factors and the emissivity of each surface. The area under
the estimated response factors for each process is the heat transfer coefficient or gain of that
process [12].
Following the novel methodology presented in this work, we may take time series moments
between the heat flux at the ceiling surface and the two temperature differences tlT;(t -

Uk), tlT,(t - Uk), to give

J.L

J.L

L: hq!:l.T~(Tl)M!:l.T!!:l.T~(Uk' Tt) L: hq!:l.Tj (TdM!:l.T~!:l.Tj (Uk, T1)
Tl=O
J.L

Tl=O
J.L

+ L: L: hq!:l.T!!:l.T~(T1,T2)M!:l.T~!:l.T!!:l.T~(Uk,Tl,T2)
Tl=O T2=O
J.L

J.L

+ L: L: hq!:l.T~!:l.Tj(Tl,T2)M!:l.T~!:l.T!!:l.Tj(Uk,T1,T2)
Tl=O T2=O
J.L

+ L:

J.L

L: hq!:l.Tj!:l.Tf(TI, T2)M!:l.T!!:l.Tj !:l.Tj(Uk,Tl,T2)

Tl=O T2=O
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~

~

L

hqt:..T!(TdMt:..Tft:..T!(ak,Td

~~

hqt:..Tf(Tt}Mt:..Tft:..Tf(aklTt)

~~

~

+ L

+L

~

L

hqt:..T!t:..Ti(Tl,T2)Mt:..Tft:..Tit:..T!(ak,TI,T2)

7"1 :=0 7"2:=0
~

+ L

~

L

hqt:..T!t:..Tf(Tl,T2)Mt:..T f t:..T!t:..T/ak,Tl,T2)

7"1 =0 '1"2:=0
~

+ L

~

L

hqt:..Tjt:..Tf(TI, T2)Mt:..Tft:..T,t:..T,(ak, Tl, T2)

7"1 ""07"2,,,,0

and the time series moments between the heat flux at the ceiling surface and all product
combinations ofthe two temperature differences !:::.Tj(i-ak)!:::.Tj(t-al), !:::.T;(t-ak)!:::.Tj(t

al), and !:::.T;(t - ak)!:::.Tr4 (i - al) to give

~

L

hqt:..T! (TdMt:..T!t:..T!t:..T! (ak' al, Tl)
~

+ L

h qt:..T,(Tl)Mt:..T!t:..Tit:..T,(ak,al,Td

7"1=0
~

+ L

~

L

hqt:..Tit:..T!(Tl,T2)Mt:..T!t:..T!t:..T!t:..T!(ak)al,Tl,T2)

7"] =0 '1"2=0
~

L

~

L

hqt:..T!t:..T,(TI, T2)Mt:..T!t:..T!t:..T!t:..T f (ak) al, Tl)T2)

7"1=0 '1"2=0
~

~

+L Lhqt:..T,t:..TATI, T2)Mt:..T!t:..Tit:..Tjt:..Tf( ak, al) TI, T2)
7"] :=0 7"2 =0

~

L hqt:..T! (TdMt:..T,t:..T!t:..T! (ak)

a!,

Td

7"1=0
~

+ L

h qt:..T,(Tl)Mt:..T,t:..Tit:..T/ak)al)Tl)

7"1 :=0
~

+

L

~

L

hqt:..Tit:..Ti(Tl, T2) Mt:..Tj t:..Tit:..Tit:..T! (ak' aZ, Tl, T2)·

7"1 :=0 'T2 =0

JL

+ L

JL

L

hqt:..T!t:..Tj (Tl)T2)Mt:..T,t:..T!t:..T!t:..T j (ak)a/)Tl)T2)

7"1 =07"2=0

JL

+

JL

L L

hqt:..T,t:..T,(TI, T2)Mt:..T,t:.. Tit:..T,t:..T/ak) a/,Tl)T2)

7"] =0 7"2=0
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1.1.

L:: hqllTf(71)MllTfllTfllTf(ak, ai, 71)
7"1=0
1.1.

+ L:: hqllTf(71)MllTfllTfllTf(ak, al, 71)
1.1.

1.1.

+ L:: L:: hqllTfllTf(71,72)MllTfllTfllTfllTf(ak,al,71,72)
7"1 =07"2=0
1.1.

1.1.

+ L:: L:: hqllTfllT/7lJ 72)MllTfllTfllTfllTf (ak' ai, 7lJ 72)
7"1 =07"2=0
1.1.

1.1.

+ L:: L:: hqllTfllTf (7}, 72)MllT llTfllTfllT (ak' ai, 7}, 72)
j

j

7"1 =07"2=0

These five equations form a set of 3(tt + 1) + 6(p, + 1)2 simultaneous equations when
al

ak

and

vary between 0 and tt, and is equal to the number of unknown response function values,

taking account of symmetry in the second order response functions. These equations can
be written in matrix form, and solved, for the unknown response functions, using standard
matrix methods.

Analysis of experimental data
In this section the novel technique for the estimation of the first and second order impulse
response functions of multi-input systems presented in this work, will be applied to the
experimental data set previously described [lOJ. The first and second order response functions
for the convective and radiative processes acting at the ceiling of the test cell will be estimated
from the time series data. The first and second order convective and radiative heat transfer
coefficients, for the ceiling of the test cell, will be determined, as the area / volume under
the estimated response function are respectively the first and second order steady state gains
of that process [12]. The first order steady state gain between the surface heat flux and the
temperature difference driving force of a process is the first order convective heat transfer
coefficient of that process [13J. The results from this multi-input mixed order analysis of
the data will also be compared with those obtained from a multi-input linear analysis [7],
and conclusions drawn regarding the necessity for the inclusion of all input va.riables to the
appropriate order in the analysis of any process.
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These estimated response functions characterise the convective and radiative processes
that contribute to the observed heat flux, taking account of any correlation between the
two processes. That is, the technique allows for the fact that one process may be 'driving'
the other, hence the inputs are not strictly independant, if this is the case then the results
from a single-input analysis may be questionable, as shown by the authors in previous work
[7]. This technique allows an investigation to be performed on the order of the processes,
through a comparison, of the relative magnitudes of the estimated first and second order
surface heat transfer coefficients and, of the predictive power of the mixed order (linear /
non-linear) estimator to that of the linear estimator [7], using the same sample of time series
data.
Figure 1 shows a typical 24 hour sample of the temperature difference between a typical
(the eighth) Meyer ladder sensor and the surface of the ceiling. Figure 2 shows the difference
between the fourth powers of the surface temperature of the ceiling and the average tem
perature of the remaining surfaces within the test cell, allowing for the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant, for the same 24 hour period. Figure 3 shows the corresponding 24 hour sample of
the heat flux at the ceiling surface, shown as positive with heat flow into the surface.
The response functions for the convective and radiative processes, from which the convec
tive and radiative heat transfer coefficients are determined, were estimated from a sequence
of 1440 points (i.e 5 days) of time series data, for each of the ten Meyer ladder sensors.
The maximum length of time delay or the length of the memory of the processes, /-l, was
set to 1 hour (i.e 12 points). Table 2 presents the first order convective and radiative heat
transfer coefficients estimated for each Meyer ladder sensor, calculated as the area under the
estimated first order response function for each process at each Meyer ladder sensor.
This table shows that the novel technique, presented in this work, produces consistent es
timates of the radiative heat transfer coefficient across the air-ceiling boundary layer, and
that as in previous analyses [7, 13], the estimated convective heat transfer coefficients vary
across the boundary layer, but outside the boundary layer are consistent. Previous analysis
has shown that the air-ceiling boundary layer is approximately 50 mm thick, and that the
edge is between the fourth and fifth Meyer ladder sensors [7]. A comparison of these first
order convective and radiative heat transfer coefficients with those obtained from the multi
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input linear analysis of the same data, show that the convective heat transfer coefficient is
approximately the same in the two cases, whereas the estimate of the radiative heat transfer
coefficient has increased by approximately 50%.

Sensor
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Convective
HTC (W/m2f{)
8.260
6.691
5.864
6.058
4.088
3.636
3.281
3.284
3.271
3.287

Radiative
HTC
0.582
0.630
0.631
0.607
0.536
0.507
0.531
0.535
0.579
0.564

Table 2: First order Convective and Radiative heat transfer coefficients for each Meyer ladder
sensor, from the multi-input approach
Table 3 presents the second order convective, radiative and mixed convective / radiative
heat transfer coefficients estimated for each Meyer ladder sensor, calculated as the volume
under the estimated second order response function for each process at each Meyer ladder
sensor.
Sensor
Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Convective
HTC (W/m2f{)
1.494
-8.33*10- 3
-0.371
-0.762
0.225
0.344
0.362
0.278
0.220
0.245

Mixed Conv / Rad
HTC
-0.450
-0.414
-0.336
-0.296
-0.109
-7.13*10- 2
-7.12*10- 2
-6.94*10- 2
-0.132
-0.117

Radiative
HTC
-1.48*10- 2
-2.0*10- 2
-1.90*10- 2
-1.85*10- 2
-7.13*10- 3
-4.48*10- 3
-2.02*10- 3
-4.36*10- 3
-5.18*10- 3
-5.53*10- 3

Table 3: Second orderConvective and Radiative heat transfer coefficients for each Meyer
ladder sensor, from the multi-input approach
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This table shows that the novel technique, presented in this work, produces estimated second
order radiative heat transfer coefficients that are again consistent over the air-ceiling bound
ary layer, but are approximately 100 times smaller than the first order estimates, which when
one takes into account the magnitude of the input time series, i.e the difference between the
fourth powers of the surface temperature of the ceiling and the average temperature of the
remaining surfaces within the test cell, means that the linear component of the estimated
radiative heat flux will be approximately about 95% of the total, implying that the linear

D.Tr4 representation of the radiative process is a good model.The estimated second order con
vective heat transfer coefficient are again consistent outside the air-ceiling boundary layer,
and are approximately 10 times smaller than the first order estimates, which means that
the linear component of the estimated convective heat flux will be approximately only about
80% of the total, implying that the linear D.TJ representation of the convective process is
not as good a model as the radiative one.
Figure 4 shows the estimated linear / first order response function of the surface heat
flux to the temperature difference between the eighth Meyer ladder sensor and the surface
of the ceiling. The area under this curve is the first order convective heat transfer coefficient
between the ceiling and the air around the eighth sensor, and is 3.28W/m2 K. Figure 5
shows the corresponding estimated linear response function of the surface heat flux to the
difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperature of the ceiling and the average
temperature of the remaining surfaces. The area under this curve is the radiative heat
transfer coefficient, which for the eight Meyer ladder sensor is 0.53.
Figure 6 shows the estimated second order response function of the surface heat flux to
the temperature difference between the eighth Meyer ladder sensor and the surface of the
ceiling. It can be observed from this figure that there is structure in the estimated
order convective response function down the

Tl

=

T2

~econd

diagonal. (Note that the axes on this

figure are negative in the upward direction).The volume under this surface is the second
order convective heat transfer coefficient between the ceiling and the air around the eighth
sensor, and is O.278W/m 2 K. Figures 7 and 8 show the estimated response functions for the
radiative and mixed convective / radiative processes respectively. Again both these figures
show structure, as in figure 6.
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By using the estimated response functions of the convective and radiative processes and
3 hours of the driving forces, away from the 5 day sample chosen to perform the analysis, the
predicted surface heat flux was estimated. Figure 9 shows the measured and predicted surface
heat flux, and an excellant agreement can be observed, especially noting that the prediction
region is away from the region used for the data analysis. A comparison with prediction
obtained from the multi-input linear analysis of the same data [7], shows an improvement
even on the excellant prediction by the linear technique. This excellant prediction can be more
clearly observed if the predicted surface heat flux value is plotted against the corresponding
measured surface heat flux value, as is shown in figure 10, the straight line through the
origin with little dispersion demonstrates the excellant model of the system provided by
the estimated first and second order response functions, which have been calculated from
the time series data of the system. Figure 11 shows the predicted heat flux, as shown in
figure 9, split into it's convective, radiative and mixed convective/radiative components, as
calculated from the estimated response functions. This figures shows that the combined
first and second order convective process is driving heat into the ceiling surface, whereas the
combined radiative and the second order mixed convective / radiative processes are usually
removing heat from ceiling. The balance being that usually the heat transfer due to the
convective process is larger than the sum of the other two.

Conclusions
A new technique for the estimation of the vector mixed order response functions from the time
series of a multi-input non-linear system, that allows for correlation between the time series
inputs has been presented. The technique is a time series method, and is bas~d upon the
observed correlation between the experimentally observed values and the impulse response
functions, which are characterisations of the physical relationships between the input-output
variables. The ability of this novel technique to correctly estimate the response functions of a
multi-input non-linear system is demonstrated, using a numerical example. In this numerical
example, where the properties of the system are known, the technique is shown to estimate
the response functions of the system to a high degree of accuracy.
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The technique is then applied to analyse time series data collected from a well insulated,
single zone experimental building.

The technique is employed to estimate the response

functions of the coupled convective j radiative processes that act at the internal surface of the
ceiling of the building. The area under the estimated response function of each process is the
heat transfer coefficient of that process. These show the first order convective heat transfer
coefficient between the ceiling surface and the bulk air within the single zone building to
be approximately 3.2Wjm 2 /{, and the first order radiative heat transfer coefficient between
the ceiling surface and the other surfaces within the zone to be approximately 0.55 . These
values agree well with currently used empirical ones.
The form of the estimated first order response function of each process has demonstrated
that both the convective and radiative processes acting at an internal surface have a short
term 'memory' of about 10 minutes. That is the heat flux, at the current time, is pre
dominantly (given that the major contribution to the estimated surface heat flux by the
convective and radiative process are from the first order terms) affected by the convective .
and radiative driving forces of up to 10 minutes ago.
The form of the estimated second order response functions for the convective, radiative
and mixed convective j radiative processes show structure, especially along the

71

=

72

diagonal. The estimated second order radiative heat transfer coefficient was shown to be
approximately 100 times smaller than the estimated first order one, which means after taking
into account the magnitude of the input time series, means that the linear component of the
estimated radiative heat flux will be approximately about 95% of the total, implying that the
linear ~Tr4 representation of the radiative process is a good model. The estimated second
order convective heat transfer coefficient are consistent outside the air-ceiling boundary layer,
and are approximately 10 times smaller than the first order estimates, which means that the
linear component of the estimated convective heat flux will be approximately only about
80the convective process is not as good a model as the radiative one.
The response functions and heat transfer coefficients estimated by the multi-input mixed
order approach, presented in this paper, were compared with those obtained from a multi
input linear approach (from [7]). This comparison showed that the estimated first order
response functions obtained in both cases, were similar in form, and that the convective and
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radiative heat transfer coefficients, determined from these estimated response functions, were
within 10% in of each other in the convective case, but in the radiative case a 50% difference
was observed. However the estimated heat transfer coefficients were consistent, between the
two cases, across the boundary layer.
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Figure 1 : A typical 24 hour sample of the temperature difference between the
eighlh Meyer ladder sensor and the surface of the ceiling
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Figure 2 : A typical 24 hour sample of the difference between the fourth powers
of the temperatures of the ceiling surface and average of the remaining surfaces
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Figure 3 : A typical 24 hour sample of the heat flux at the ceiling surface
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Figure 4 : Estimated linear response function of the surface heat flux to the
temperature difference between the eighth ladder sensor and the ceiling surface
(The first order response function of the convective process)
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Figure 5 : Estimated linear response function of the surface heat flux to the
difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperatures
(The first order response function of the radiative process)
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Figure 6 : Estimated second order response function of the surface heat flux
to the temperature difference between the eighth ladder sensor
and the ceiling surface
(The second order response function of the convective process)
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Figure 7 : Estimated second order response function of the surface heat flux
to the difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperatures
and the temperature difference between the ceiling surface and the ladder sensor
(The second order response function of the mixed convective I radiative process)
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Figure 8 : Estimated second order response function of the surface heat flux
to the difference between the fourth powers of the surface temperatures
(The second order response function of the radiative process)
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Figure 9 : A sampJe of the measured andlredicted (using the convective and
radiative response functions estimate by the multi-input formalism)
heat flux at the surface of the ceiling
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Figure 10 : A sample of the predicted (using the estimated response functions)
surface heat flux plotted against the corresponding measured surface heat flux
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Figure 11 : A sample of the predicted heat flux at the ceiling surface, split
into it's convective and radiative components, as predicted from the convective
radiative, mixed convective I radiative response functions estimated
by the multi-input mixed order formalism

